Non Fiction – Reading for Pleasure
KS1& 2 2014

Symons, Mitchell Why Spaceman Can’t Burp
A fun collection of trivia on numerous topics.

KS2

032

Townsend, John Night of the Werewolf
KS2
A Hi-Lo title about the true story of a beast responsible for
deaths in 18th century France.

133.4

Williams, Marcia The Iliad and the Odyssey
KS2
A colourful and humorous retelling of two classic Greek
tales.

292

Robert, Na’lma B Going to Mecca
KS1
This is a window on to a sacred journey for Muslims the
world over - beautifully described and illustrated for younger
children.

297

Steele, Philip City through Time
KS2
From early Greek settlement to industrial metropolis, watch
a city grow and find out how people lived through the
centuries.

307
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Brook, Henry Spying
KS2
Find out about how spies operate and their shadowy world
of dangerous missions and secret identities.

327

Labrecque, Ellen Special Forces
KS2
A Hi-Lo title about special forces and the dangerous and top
secret work done by special forces operatives around the
world.

356

Royston, Angela Firefighter
KS2
Written in the form of a first-person diary this title discusses
how the narrator became a firefighter and some of the key
skills he needed.

363.37

Green, Dan Lost in Space
KS2
A choose-your-own adventure set in outer space, with
puzzles in which the reader has to use scientific knowledge
to solve the clues.

387.8

Arlon, Penny Emergency Vehicles
KS1
Full of facts and pictures of rescue vehicles hard at work.

388

Gifford, Clive Super Trucks
KS2
An amazing range of extreme machines-gargantuan road
trains, monster military vehicles, rigs, crawlers, haulers, and
souped-up racing trucks.

388.3
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Woolf, Alex
Photographic View of Holidays KS2
A fascinating look at life in Britain that illustrates through
photographs from the National Archives the kinds of
holidays people have taken in the past.

394

Sparrow, Giles Book of Beasts
KS2
All about foulest, fiercest and most fantastical creatures in
myth and folklore.

398.2

Watts, Claire
KS2
Most Explosive Science Book in the Universe
A fascinating scientific adventure, from fizzing chemistry to
the force of physics.

500

Prinja, Raman Awesome Astronomy
KS2
Discover how you can study the night sky and learn about its
billions of stars and galaxies.

523

Abbott, Simon
KS1
Journey through the Solar System
Explores our solar system such as planets and asteroids, and
looks at Man’s exploration into space.

523.2

Din, Suma
One Day
KS2
One Day follows fifteen different children from around the
world through a 24 hour period.

529
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Claybourne, Anna Make it Splash!
KS2
Fun experiments like how to make your own river, see rising
raisins and experiment with strange gloop - all in the name of
science!

532

Krohn, Katherine
KS2
Whirlwind World of Hurricanes
A graphic novel that shows how hurricanes form and the
devastation they cause.

551.5

iDinosaur
KS2
iDinosaur brings extinct prehistoric creatures such as T Rex
and Velociraptor roaring back to life.

567

Loxton, Daniel Ankylosaur Attack
A dinosaur adventure story.

567

KS1

Thomson, Ruth Life Cycle of a Cat
KS1
How kittens turn into fully grown cats. How they use play to
learn and how to hunt.

571.8

Thornhill, Jan I Found a Dead Bird
KS2
An intelligent, sensitive and wide-ranging book about death
and the cycle of life.

571.8
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Manning, Mick What Mr Darwin Saw
KS1
This book follows the journey of HMS Beagle, showing life on
board the ship for Darwin, the captain, crew and the
expedition's artist.

567.8

Callery, Sean
Forest
KS2
Describes the life cycles of 11 amazing animals - how they
live, reproduce, and how they link with other creatures in
food chains and food webs.

577.3

Arlon, Penny Rainforests
KS2
Explore where all the rainforests in the world are, read all
about the wildlife that lives in them and learn how rainforests
affect our everyday life.

577.34

Cox Michael Big Swamp Beasts
KS2
Imagine being able to bite through a boat, swallow a deer in
one gulp or hatch baby toads straight out of your skin.

577.6

Boyd, Mark
KS2
RSPB Children’s Guide to Nature Watching
A guide to species living in Britain and how to attract wildlife
to your garden.

578

Davies, Nicola Who’s Like Me?
All animals are different - but they also have things in
common. Lift the flaps and find out who's like who.

578

KS1
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Manning, Mick Nature Adventures
KS2
Explores different habitats and environments and the wildlife
that can be found there.

578

Arnold, Nick
House of Horrors
KS2
This book isn't about just any house, it's about your house
and its uninvited guests.

579

Backshall, Steve Predators
KS2
Looks at a variety of predatory animals and their
characteristics, from spiders and insects to reptiles and
mammals.

590

Bingham, Caroline Animals
KS2
Explore the furry, feathered, fascinating world of animals.

590

Colson, Rob Bone Collection
KS2
This book features a fantastic selection of skeletons and fun
facts about animal behaviour and habitats.

590

French, Vivian Yucky Worms
KS1
Worms play a significant role in the environment, as all
farmers and gardeners know.

592
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Parker, Steve Shark
KS2
Explores the nature and habits of sharks through a diary-style
narrative.

597

Hibbert, Clare If You Were a Snake
KS2
Fascinating insights into the different ways that these deadly
but extraordinary animals experience the world.

597.9

Bodden, Valerie Penguins
KS1
Learn all about one of the world's most amazing animals, the
penguin: noisy penguins, diving penguins, baby penguins,
waddling penguins.

598

Bloom, Steve My Big Cats Journal
KS2
Find out how big cat predators survive in tough conditions;
how they live, grow up, hunt and have babies.

599

Eszterhas, Suzi
Sea Otter
KS1
Follows the life of a sea otter from birth to adulthood,
showing how sea otters live and bring up their young.

599

Eszterhas, Suzi Gorilla
KS1
Follows the life of a gorilla from birth to adulthood, showing
how gorillas live and bring up their young.

5.99
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Claybourne, Anna Gruesome Guts
KS2
Full of amazing images, gross facts and cool activities this
looks at the digestive system and explores how it works.

612.3

Manning, Mick
Our New Baby Inside!
KS1
Find out what went on inside a mum's tummy as a baby
grows from a tiny embryo to a bonny baby, kicking and
wriggling and ready to be born.

612.6

Lanz, Helen
Grow your own Strawberries
KS2
Gives step-by-step instructions for growing strawberries in
containers or in the garden.

634

Heneghan, Judith Love Your Dog
KS2
Discover the secrets of dog behaviour and learn how to give
your dog the best care throughout its life.

636.7

Howell, Laura Looking After Guinea Pigs
KS2
Did you know that guinea pigs purr when happy and rumble
when annoyed? Find out how to keep your pets healthy and
happy with this practical guide.

636.9

Get Cooking!
50 savoury and sweet recipes for children to create.

641.5

KS2
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Kutschbach, David Great Art Treasure Hunt KS1
Search for colours and objects within works of art by artists
such as Klimt, Bosch, van Gogh, and Canaletto.

709

Platt, Richard
KS2
Stephen Biesty’s Cross-sections Castle
Cross-sections of a castle illustrating daily life during peace
and war.

728.8

Make Your Own Gifts
KS2
Full of great crafty ideas that are inexpensive to make and
beautifully personalised.

745.5

Navarro, Angels
I See All
KS1
Puzzles and observation games to train and exercise the
brain.

793.73

Woolf, Alex Journey Along the Amazon
Explore the Amazon rainforest in Brazil through this
entertaining and informative travel journal.

KS2

918.1

Manning, Mick Secrets of Stonehenge
KS1
A fascinating introduction to the history of Stonehenge and
the lives of the Stone Age people who built it.

936.1

3
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If you would like to buy some or all of the titles on this list go to www.petranet.co.uk and log in
using your School Library Service username and password. The list will be available to see in ‘View
your Bookshelf’ on the left hand side of the home screen.
Your SLS password will give you 22% discount on most titles and books can be jacketed and
serviced. If you do not have a password for Petranet, please email libsexc@hants.gov.uk or phone
01962 826660.
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